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November 2020 
 
 
Dear Parents and Carers,  
 
 
Welcome back!  I hope that you and your families had a lovely half term break.  I wanted to take the 
opportunity to write to you in a little more detail this week to update you on all of the events which 
took place across the Prep School in the first half of the Autumn Term and moving forward, I have 
decided that I will write a newsletter every half term to l provide you with a more detailed summary 
of some of the highlights of the activities we have been involved in during the previous half term.  I 
would welcome any feedback, either positive or negative, about this new venture so that I can make 
it as fun and as informative as possible. 
  
Whilst I have been involved behind the scenes at Radnor since my appointment in March, I officially 
took over the role of Head of Prep in September 2020.  I can honestly say that I could not imagine a 
stranger time to join a school!  I can only apologise that I have been unable to meet many of you in 
person.  Hopefully, I will be able to rectify that before too long, but do please say hello to me in the 
car park if you have not already done so!  It has also been a strange time getting to know the children 
whilst trying to stay 2m away from them because I cross over into multiple bubbles.  Again, this has 
not been the way that I would have liked it to have been, but I have enjoyed the chats that I have had 
with many of them, and in particular, my Hot Chocolate sessions with the Class Dojo and Core Values 
Certificate winners.  I have also really enjoyed hearing more about the children’s many talents during 
our Celebration Assemblies.  It is always a delight to celebrate the children’s achievements both inside 
and outside of school. 
  
In the final two weeks of the first half term, I took some time to talk to all of the children in Upper 
Prep about the need to prioritise our Core Value of Respect as we move into the second half term of 
the year and I have set the children a challenge to be the school in Sevenoaks that everyone comments 
about when they talk about children who show kindness and good manners.  I have asked them to 
consider the way that they speak to their teachers, and to each other and to show respect at all 
times.  In fact, we have agreed that we don’t need to stop at Sevenoaks, and maybe our target should 
be the most respectful school in Great Britain, or maybe even the world!  I would greatly appreciate 
your support in enforcing this message at home too.  We want our children to show a real appreciation 
and awareness of the needs of others, ensuring that they look after each other and our world.  If your 
child has a falling out with a friend at school, we would appreciate it if you could let their class teacher 
know so that we can support the children and empower them to learn skills of negotiation and 
compromise.  Our Eco-Council has taken the message of looking after our beautiful school 
environment to heart and they have been working at lunchtimes to ensure that all litter is being placed 
in bins and encouraging everyone to switch off their classroom lights.  We will have a real push on this 
during “Switch Off Fortnight” later this term. 
  
All of the teachers, teaching assistants, and nursery assistants have been thrilled to have the children 
back in school, and they have worked exceptionally hard to ensure that the new Covid regulations, 
such as strict seating layouts, hand washing rotas and social distancing do not impact the children’s 
experience within the classroom in a negative way.  I have been delighted to see lessons delivered 
creatively and the children’s active engagement in their learning.  Whether it was the Reception 
children searching for Ginger their lost bear, designing posters to try and locate him,  the Year 3 
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children digging for fossils and creating cave paintings as part of their Stone Age topic, or the Year 4 
children djembe drumming under the trees, I think that the children would agree that they couldn’t 
be happier to be back in school. 
  
As well as our normal curriculum lessons, we have also tried to provide a rich and varied look at key 
events within the world and to mark important celebrations, extending the children’s learning beyond 
the timetabled curriculum.  To give you a flavour of some of the activities that we have been involved 
in that would not have made it onto your child’s termly topic overview, I have detailed in this 
newsletter a small snapshot which I hope you will enjoy reading and I am sure you will be in no doubt 
that we have had an action-packed first half term back at school!  I am extremely excited to see what 
new adventures we will involve ourselves in from now until the end of term!   As you can imagine, 
Nativity performances present a whole new level of challenge for the children in Pre Prep, but we are 
excited to see what the children will accomplish. 
  
 
Best wishes, 
 

 
 
Dr Emma Margrett 
Head of Prep School 
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International Literacy Day and Roald Dahl Day 
 
To celebrate International Literacy Day on Tuesday 8 September and Roald Dahl Day on Sunday 13 
September, Mr Veness held an assembly where we celebrated all things Roald Dahl and learned a little 
more about the man behind the books.  Then Mrs Spencer, Mrs Lambert and Mr Kemp read us some 
extracts from some of their favourite Roald Dahl stories. 
 

 
 
 
 
Coding week - Ada Lovelace Assembly and Scratch Challenge 
 
For coding week during 14 – 20 September, Mrs Davey held a special assembly all about Ada Lovelace 
and set a Scratch challenge to generate a poetry machine. Well done to all the children who entered. 
Mrs Davey was impressed to see some of the younger members of the Prep in Years 3 and 4 having a 
go and showing their Radnor values of Courage and Perseverance! 
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European Day of Languages 
 
Mrs Fenor-Lloyd and Miss Ouahyb held an assembly on 25 September, to 

mark the European Day of Languages, celebrating language learning and 

linguistic diversity.  During the assembly we thought about the huge 

range of languages that are spoken in Europe and the children learned to 

say “Hello” in Italian, Romanian, Spanish, French, Swedish and German.  

We discussed the importance of learning another language and what the 

cultural and social benefits of speaking another language might be.  We 

also looked with a geographical focus at some areas which are past 

French, Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch and British colonies to explain why 

Portuguese, French, English, Dutch, Portuguese are spoken around the 

world.  Finally, the children were asked to think of some words which are 

commonly used in the English language but which originally derive from 

another language.  The children participated fully in the assembly and 

were keen to try speaking the new words they had learned.  My thanks go to Mrs Fenor-Lloyd and 

Miss Ouahyb for planning such an interesting and immersive experience for the children. 

 
 
The Diana Award Anti-Bullying Assembly 
 
On Monday 28 September, the children across the Prep school attended an online assembly from the 
Diana Awards.  They participated with over 1 million other children across the country. They learnt 
about bullying and the impact it can have on our lives and we all identified who we would speak to if 
we needed help in the ‘Give me 5’ task.  The children also talked through different scenarios thinking 
about how people could make better choices and considered the importance of mutual respect. 
Finally, we all made a pledge to stand up and speak out and make Radnor House a bully free 
school.  My thanks go to Miss Dale for organising this opportunity for the children. 
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Black History Month 
 
We have learned more about the fact that October is Black History month in both assembly and as 
part of our lessons this half term.  All classes have listened to the music of the black composer 
Chevalier de Saint-Georges (real name Joseph Boulogne), a contemporary of Mozart and we listened 
to Maya Angelou read “Still I Rise” in assembly.  If you would like to hear some of Chevalier de Saint-
Georges’ music , follow this link: https://www.classicfm.com/discover-music/periods-genres/film-
tv/black-mozart-biopic-chevalier-de-saint-georges.  All 
of the classes have taken part in discussions about 
diversity and the need to speak out if they see or 
experience inequality, and many classes have learnt a 
little more about different cultures and different 
people of colour who have achieved remarkable things, 
but were not always recognised for them at the time.  
Reception have been learning about Kente patterns 
and how clothes are made in Africa. They have loved 
looking at the patterns and even made their own.  Year 
4 learnt all about Matthew Henson. They were 
fascinated to discover that he was the first man to 
reach the North Pole in 1909 just 45 minutes ahead of 
his expedition partner Robert Peary but he wasn’t 
recognised for his achievements until 2000 when he 
was posthumously awarded the Hubbard medal.  
Thank you to Mr Kemp, Miss Dale, Mrs Bliss and Mr 
Woodward for co-ordinating the Prep School’s response to Black History month.  As we move forward, 
we are aiming for Black History to be fully embedded in the Prep School curriculum.  We still have 
some way to go, but we are fully committed to achieving our goal. 
 
 
 
National Poetry Day 
 
Mr Veness and Mrs Lambert celebrated National Poetry Day on 1 October by 
launching our very own, very special, Radnor House Poetry competition.  We have 
invited the children to write a poem based on the theme of ‘Community’ and, with 
the help of the sixth form, we will compile a Radnor House Poetry anthology to 
recognise how our sense of community has been overwhelmingly important this 
year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.classicfm.com/discover-music/periods-genres/film-tv/black-mozart-biopic-chevalier-de-saint-georges
https://www.classicfm.com/discover-music/periods-genres/film-tv/black-mozart-biopic-chevalier-de-saint-georges
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World Mental Health Awareness Day 
 
As a school, we have been delighted to see how well the children have settled 
back into their daily routines.  Many of the mental health concerns we had prior 
to their return have so far been unfounded, but we are continuing to prioritise 
activities to support the children’s mental wellbeing.  For example, we asked the 
children to say “Hello Yellow” on 9 October to support World Mental Health 
Awareness Day on Saturday 10 October.  The children took part in an activity 
within their classes on 9 October which allowed them to think a bit more deeply 
about what positive mental health is and strategies we can use to maintain 
positive mental health.   Many of the Prep staff chose to wear a yellow item in 
recognition of the day and activities included mindfulness colouring, music and 
a range of breathing strategies.   We also ensured that we all know who we could 
talk to if we need to get support.  We will build on these activities more formally 
in the Spring Term when we will be marking Children’s Mental Health Week from 1 – 7 February.   
 
Remote Learning and Internet Safety 
 
I know that a number of the children have been affected by all of the recent talk on the news about 
parts of the country going back into lockdown, and we have been working hard behind the scenes to 
ensure that any transition back into a remote way of working is as smooth as it possibly can be.  Mrs 
Davey has been busy training up the Year 3 and 4 children to access their remote learning tasks on 
OneNote to allow all children in Years 3-6 to follow a full timetable of online lessons should we go 
back into lockdown.  The children in Pre Prep will also experience more live online lessons and small 
group work in a second lockdown, as well as having additional detailed learning tasks set for them on 
Tapestry. 
 
In order to reinforce awareness of internet safety Prep Children in Years 3-6 had a live streamed 
assembly delivered by ParentZone and Google Internet Legends on Tuesday 13 October.  It was a 
really good way to remind ourselves of the many the skills and behaviours we need to be safer and 
more confident online. Explore Interland with your child here: 
https://beinternetawesome.withgoogle.com/en_us/interland   
 

 

https://beinternetawesome.withgoogle.com/en_us/interland
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National Adoption Week 11 – 18 October 

During our Monday morning Celebration Assembly on Monday 

12 October, I took some time to mark National Adoption week 

with the children and to share a little of my own life story with 

them.   As an adoptee myself, National Adoption Week is close 

to my heart, and I hope that the children found my own story 

of interest.  

 

Harvest 2020 
 
You may have seen from Twitter or from the Bulletin that we are celebrating Harvest a little differently 
this year.  I took Harvest assembly remotely on Friday 16 October, just before half term and explained 
to the children where the celebration of Harvest as we know it today comes from.  We also looked at 
how Harvest is celebrated in some other countries.  As we could not have a physical collection of 
produce this year, we have invited all of the children to take a photo of themselves giving a donation 
to a local foodbank and we are aiming to put together a collage of photos to recognise our virtual 
Harvest collection. 
 
 
Swimming in the Prep School 
 
We were so delighted to be able to introduce swimming back onto the school timetable mid-way 
through the first half term.  The children have been absolutely thrilled to be back in the water, and I 
hear that the Pre School children were particularly impressive in their very first swimming lesson! 
 

Reading across the Prep School 

We've had lots of fun reading this half term, both in class and clubs. Each class has a weekly 
library/reading lesson and we have been sharing books and poetry, sometimes with a VIP Guest 
Reader(!), recommending good reads and taking part in the 100 Book Challenge. It's been wonderful 
to see how many pupils have already received awards.  I have 
very much enjoyed presenting them in our weekly Celebration 
Assemblies and I know that both myself and Mr Halliwell have 
really enjoyed going into different classes to read with the 
children.   So far, I have read my favourites Owl Babies and 
Elmer to Transition, and some of Kensuke’s Kingdom to Year 4 
and I have more class reading visits planned during this half 
term. 
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Prep children worked outside preparing to share stories and 
poems around the fire, rekindling the art of storytelling as our 
ancestors used to do. Mrs Lambert and Mr Kemp recited their 
favourite poems to get things started. 
 
Year 4 Page Turners Club have been looking at the Kate 
Greenaway Awards shortlist books, testing their knowledge 
on Roald Dahl and reading poetry aloud.  The Year 2 Story 
club has been out and about, telling and sharing stories:  so 
far they've been on broomsticks, on a bear hunt and travelled 
around the globe. 
 
 
Art Workshops in the Prep School 
Miss Calvert from the Senior School Art department came down to the Prep School this half term and 
took clay workshops with every year group from Reception to Year 6. The children made clay 
caricatures learning new skills about how to shape and handle clay.  Learning at their own level, the 
children learnt what a caricature was and the features that were important in creating a caricature, 
they then designed and drew their own caricature based on themselves and finally created this using 
clay, painting them to bring them to life!  My thanks go to Mrs Fenor-Lloyd for arranging these 
workshops 
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Computing in the Prep School 
 
Mrs Davey has had her work cut out for her this term to try and ensure that the Prep Computing 
curriculum continues to offer the children stretch and challenge, given how confident many of them 
became with using technology during lockdown.  Here are some of the highlights from the various 
years’ computing lessons during the first half term. 
 
Reception children have been exploring different apps using the iPads. They have learnt how to take 
pictures on the iPads, make their teddy bears talk in the ChatterPix app, coloured bears, used an app 
to ‘bring their bear to life’ in the classroom and been on a Michael Rosen inspired QR code bear hunt 
to find all the hidden parts of the story.   
 

 

 
 
Year 1 have had fun in their Dinosaurs multi-media project. They have programmed the Beebots, 
disguised as dinosaurs, to explore Dino Land, been on a QR Dinosaur hunt, experimented with 
Augmented Reality and bought a T-Rex to life in the classroom. They have made the dinosaur from 
their story book ‘talk’ and come to life in a video, practised their mouse skills on the desktop computer 
to colour and stamp dinosaurs and given ‘Daisy the Dinosaur’ algorithms to run code.   
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In Year 2 pupils firstly learnt how to log themselves in on the desktop computers – it was tricky finding 
the right keys to press but they showed great perseverance. They have created Lost Toy posters on 
Busy Things practising their word processing skills and creating digital art; they  searched for lost 
toys in town by programming Beebots with algorithms to find them; they have created mini animation 
films of their Lost Toys using different backdrops and made their own algorithms to put Mr and 
Mrs Potato Head back together.   

 
 
Year 3 have been practising their computer skills. They now have their own Office 365 login and learnt 
how to log in and out and then how to find their way around Microsoft Teams and One Note.  We 
have linked our learning in Computing during lessons to support finding more out about the Stone 
Age. In one session the children used a special Augmented Reality book to explore life in prehistoric 
times - they had great fun scanning pictures and bringing artefacts to life in the classroom.  
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Year 4 pupils have been focusing on how we can remind everyone to stay safe in an online world. They 
have done this by developing their knowledge of GarageBand to create incredible podcasts – keep an 
eye out as as Mrs Davey will be posting these on Twitter soon! After writing their own scripts, 
the pupils learnt how to record audio and even add special effects to their voices, alongside recording 
and layering different musical instruments to create jingles and sounds.  
  
In Year 5 pupils have learnt how to code with Ozobots: little robots that read colour codes. They have 
learnt how to calibrate the sensors on the Ozobot, tested different lines, turns and colour codes, used 
navigational codes to escape a multiplication maze and made a 3D hamster wheel. All of this whilst 
learning to problem solve - especially when things did not work!  The students used their creativity 
and imagination to retell a story of their choice using the Ozobot and the codes they had 
learnt; these were fabulous with 3D creations and great voices when storytelling on video!   
 

 
 
Year 6  have spent the first term being ‘Google Doodle’ designers! Their first task was to use a ready 
prepared project to learn what they could do and then they moved on to coding their own interactive 
Radnor inspired doodle. They were challenged to have elements that were automatic or triggered by 
specific actions – their final results are incredible!  
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Prep School Sport 
It has been fantastic to see the Prep School children out on our new Astro pitch this term.  They have 
all very much enjoyed competing against each other in not only matches but also relay style races and 
games such as ‘numbers’! With the current situation affording us lots of games time each week 
without school fixtures, the prep children have enjoyed house competitions in cross country, hockey 
and football.  
 
Well done to the victorious houses to date, which are as follows:- 
 
Hockey  
Year 3 - Nightingale 
Year 4  - Pankhurst 
Year 5 Girls – Pankhurst  
Year 6 Girls – Newton  
 
Football  
Year 3 - Churchill 
Year 4 - Pankhurst 
Year 5 Boys - Newton  
Year 6 Boys - Churchill 
 
Cross Country  
Rec - Churchill 
Year 1 - Newton 
Year 2 - Newton 
Year 3 - Newton 
Year 4 - Pankhurst 
Year 5 Girls - Nightingale 
Year 5 Boys - Newton 
Year 6 Girls - Pankhurst 
Year 6 Boys – Nightingale 
 

Prep Schools’ Football Area Trials  
We have received some exciting news regarding the success of some our Radnor House children who 
were nominated to attend the recent Prep Schools’ Boys’ Pumas and Girls’ Lions Football Trials.  These 
trials are aimed at attracting the top players from prep schools across the area. 
 
Huge congratulations go to Jack D, who was selected for the U11 ‘A’ squad and will play in a small 
number of fixtures against other area teams and professional side academies from across the country 
this academic year. In addition, a further four of our Radnor House boys were selected for the U11 
Development Squad; congratulations to Joshua M, Austin HB, Oliver HB and Oliver B.  
 
We are also delighted to confirm that that Lucy P and Annabelle B have both been selected for the 
Prep School Lions squad.  
 
All of the children selected above will be invited to represent English teams at the Gothia World Cup 
in Gothenburg, Sweden, in July 2021. What a wonderful achievement and indeed opportunity for our 
talented footballers. We are incredibly proud of their achievements and look forward to hearing how 
their season progresses over the coming year.   
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Positions of Responsibility 2020-21 

The Autumn Term is the term where the children get to take on additional whole school 

responsibilities.  These roles are an important way for the children to play a full and active part in the 

school community, and they are something which we take very seriously. 

 

Prefect Roles  
We awarded the prefect badges to our Year 6 children this half term.  Whilst they were unable to be 
awarded the badges in assembly as they would be normally, each child received a personal letter from 
me which contained their badges which was presented in a special celebration in front of their class. 
 

Role  Name  

Senior Prefect  Scarlett Hellicar  

Senior Prefect   Oliver Bell  

Deputy Senior Prefect  Naisha Bahal-Gupta  

Deputy Senior Prefect  Luca Edge-McKenna   

Deputy Senior Prefect  Alysha Kempe  

Deputy Senior Prefect  Eve Dellow  

    

House Captain Churchill  Kate Barden de Leon 

House Captain Newton  Max Miller  

House Captain Nightingale  Neve Beesley  

House Captain Pankhurst  Georgia Cunningham  

    

Games Captain Churchill  Lucy Paton   

Games Captain Newton  Oliver Harwood-Bridgen 

Games Captain Nightingale  Emily Healey   

Games Captain Pankhurst  Paddy Breese  
 

  

 

Maths Prefect  

 

Oliver Green   

Maths Prefect  Emily Andrews  

English Prefect  Austin Harwood-Bridgen 

English Prefect/Head Librarian  Izzy Read  

History Prefect   Paddy Breese 

Geography Prefect  Victoria Zhang 

Computing Prefect  Alex Davidson  

Computing Prefect  Max Read  

Computing Prefect  Oliver Ashwood  

Dance Prefect   Aria Marni  

Science Prefect  Sam Melbourne  

Drama Prefect  Joseph O’ Connor  

Art Prefect   Ellie Ford  
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Art Prefect  Annabelle Bowden  

Music Prefect  Luca Edge-McKenna  

Music Prefect  Eve Dellow  

Outdoor Education Prefect  Luke Alford-Smith  

Sports Prefect  Jack Duffy  

Sports Prefect  Caolan Campbell  

Sports Prefect  Oscar Woollard  

Sports Prefect  Harry Picton-Quilter  

Sports Prefect Raife Browne 

Nursery and Transition Prefect  Millie Francis   

Nursery and Transition Prefect  Joseph O’ Connor  

Reception Prefect  Belle Prade  

Reception Prefect  Jack Duffy  

Year 1 Prefect  Josh McLennan  

Year 1 Prefect  Annabelle Bowden  

Year 2 Prefect  Nelle Wormald  

Year 2 Prefect  Ella Rees Williams  

Administration Prefect Alfie Carroll 

 
 
Our Eco Team 
The following children have been elected as our Eco Team for this year. 
Year 1: Samuel Bujtor & Kristopher Ryan 
Year 2: Maddy Edgar & Millie Wilson 
Year 3: India Hicks 
Year 4: James Strother 
Year 5FL: Charlotte Gent 
Year 5P: Lottie Briant 
Year 6M: Ella Rees Williams 
Year 6V: Nelle Wormald 
Plus our EYFS/ RH7 Parent link: Mrs Granger  
 

Our New School Councillors 

The following children have been elected to serve on our School Council this year. 
 
Year 2- Beatrice Worsley 
Year 3- Lucy Healey 
Year 4- Ruby Jarrett 
Year 5- Daisy Thom and Sully Toms 
Year 6- Emily Andrews and Kate Barden de Leon 
 


